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Part 2: Connective Tissue
• In connective tissue, we see:

1. The cells are dispersed.
2. Various types of fibers are present between the cells.

Fiber Appearance
Collagen Thick acidophilic structures

Elastic Thin darkly stained wavy lines

Reticular Thin darkly stained net
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The second type of tissue that we’ll be taking this 
semester is the connective tissue 

 extra cellular matrix is abundant in the لا هنا امب
connective tissue لا ةيؤرف fibers. حضوأ نوكت
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thick fiber ?
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(1) Connective Tissues Related To The Skin

The Skin
Epidermis 
(Epithelium)

Loose Areolar 
Connective Tissue

Dense Irregular 
Connective Tissue

Dermis

Subcutaneous Fatty 
tissue43

&
· js epidermis III ! :Ess

-
stratified squares Keratinized epithelium

-> most supeliery
&

TheJermis is

-> formed of two types
of connective tissue

↳ -

louse aerder Dense

collagenous

notes this subcutaneous fetty
tissue (hypotemis) is related

to skin. ButAt partof it



Loose connective tissue. It’s located immediately under the 
epithelium.
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the black jotsThis slide is a magnification of the loose

represent the nuclei
But what type Collageony,obers

Collagenous Connective tissue from the slide before. elastic
Fibers

1 of cells.-
of cell will be found

B
in the proper connective

tissue? most probably fibroblasts

Wlight microscope1 I "Gigl ises 6

-> where so we find loose aveolar connective tissue ?
↓

Ti
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1-under epopetium
2 around blood vessels

3-Between muscles & nerve fibers

The indicated region.
is the epitomis

[part of epithelium] I &-

· Loose
t
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- * notice the wife spaces between the fibers

Loose areolar connective tissue

features

we bb- pressencea
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Dense collagenous 
irregular connective 
tissue. Note the 
abundance of collagen 
fibers. Note also how 
the fibers pass in 
different directions.
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This slide is a magnification of theJense CT from the skin.

-

The most abunter structure in the

Dense Collagenous is logenfilers

Remember : Collagen fibers

appear as thick acitophilic structure

more abundant ijg dense I e is College,a

* fibers in the Dense Connective tissue

are irregular: fibers run in different directions

- Do not have a specific orientation >

· direction 81 je is nuclei 11
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Fatty tissue. Each of the large round structures is an adipocyte.

tipral appearance of

a fatty tissue underhe
light microscope.

U

Adipose
cell

Adipose
Appearance :

cell
- thin ring of cytoplasm->

Th
- peretical nuctees

- Signet ring appearance>

Adipose cell ils &A

subcutanous
futty tiss-e

-

Remember : fatty tissue is related to skin,

but not a put of it.



Nucleus 
(pushed to 

the 
periphery)

Cell 
Membrane

Cytoplasm 
(note how it 

appears empty) 

Adipocyte. 
Note the typical 
signet-ring 
appearance.
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Single aspose cell So magnification is

> white
in color ,why ?

Because fat will

disappear



(2) Dense Regular Connective Tissue

Dense regular collagenous  connective tissue in the tendon. Note the 
abundance of collagen fibers. Note also how all the collagen fibers 
are running in the same direction. The darkly stained structures are 
the nuclei of fibroblasts.
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All fibers are in the &. Dense regular tissue ,til i
-↑
samedirection

Colleso nu

- Regular Parallel pos

Red in color due to the abundance of collagen fibers. b
S
S

~

-
Between collagen fibers ,

we can clearly see nuclei
that belong to tobroblasts&u S

Dense
tendons ?? 50 regular

11 S I



(3) Dense Elastic 
Connective Tissue

Elastic tissue in the aorta (the double-headed 
yellow arrow). Under higher magnification, 
the wavy appearance of the elastic fibers is 
clear.49

↳ section through Horta
=>

-> Dense elastic => Abundance of elastic fibers

& gists ekslin sS bspil

wavy lines



(4) Reticular Connective Tissue

Reticular tissue in the lymph node. The reticular fibers 
(abundant in this tissue) require a special stain that gives 
them a black color. Note how the fibers form a network.50

-
loose type of

connectivetissue

-> Abundance of revicular

Fibers , that look like

networks

Riticulat
Connective tissue5) .
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(5) Blood

• Take a sample of 
blood

• Put it in a tube
• Put tube in centrifuge 

device
• Spin
• Blood components 

will be separated

↳ flood type of connective tissue·

] Calledpuffy
Coat

-> most Dense



Red and White Blood Cells RBCs with central pallor
--

b b

·cent is
* RBC ↳ mostabuntua &s 5.why,

RBC /I

↓bin hemoglobin: Anemia
& Pad↳ actophilic , due tohprotein
· "pus;

"

presence
of the

* By examining the
&I

↳ hemoglobin.
Central pallor a it size RBC /185j5s *

Biconcave in shape we can identify some
Sphere instead of Biconcave

↳ id &8 microscope 11 "

* The central pallor in RBI isthe Blood diseases.
Central stsist2) s si

pallor

to the biconcavity of its structive
Spherocytosis

: 149"dos0s

↳ is
gg

②

easy to

recognise

Y

Q ③
easy to recognise

④ ⑤



①
most numerous - Neutrophil
multi loge neckers

I
slises is nucleussi

Q

Acitophilia granules - Esinophil
Basophilic nucleus [Bi-loges]& Lacidophil >

&jis n "ge nucleus 11

·i, cosinophil 11
.

Contrasts *

easy to recognizename
we

basophilic , that' why its harf

to distinguish Nucleus

95 wB i
↓ ↓

dreclers occupies most ofthe

cell, surrounded by a twin

layer of cytoplasm.

no gramles + (round nucleus)

kidney shaped nucleus - Monocytes
no granules,A larger section of the cytoplasm could

be seen then lymphocytes.


